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Abstract

Due to the global warming, there have been significant reductions in the ice extent and ice thickness in the Arctic and marginal seas [57]. Monitoring these changes in sea ice is very important for human activities including weather forecasting, natural-resource extraction, and ship navigation [52].

Of the various sea ice monitoring activities, and sea ice and open water classification, sea ice concentration estimation has attracted significant attention due to the importance of this type of information. Satellite imagery is widely used for monitoring the ice cover. In this regard, images from synthetic aperture radar (SAR) are of interest due to their high spatial resolution. However, automated SAR imagery interpretation is a complex recognition task that requires algorithms with strong ability to learn complex features.

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are the state-of-the-art in the image recognition field and CNNs have demonstrated an excellent ability to learn complicated image features. In this thesis, we first used a CNN-based transfer learning method to address sea ice and water classification challenge, which achieves an impressive classification accuracy (92.36%). Then sea ice concentration estimation from SAR image using CNNs is developed. The CNN models are trained from scratch using image analysis charts as ground truth.

Based on the designed CNN, several studies are conducted. We first demonstrate the importance of including samples of intermediate ice concentration in our training data. Then experiments are carried out to increase the number of these samples in our dataset. The results from experiments indicate that model performance can be improved by adding more intermediate ice concentration samples from new datasets, regardless of the location, time, and sea ice features of new datasets. Another benefit of balancing the dataset is that the estimation results of intermediate ice concentrations from the CNN become more accurate. In addition, the CNN model we adopted is found to outperform other algorithms on distinguishing the marginal ice zone.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Obtaining knowledge of sea ice is important to understand climate change, as well as for weather forecasting and marine operations in ice covered regions. According to recent studies, sea ice cover is currently undergoing significant changes with an observed decline not only in the extent of multiyear sea ice [7], but also an overall reduction in thickness [39]. The rate of these changes has been increasing in recent years [39]. In order to monitor the condition of sea ice and support safe Arctic operations and navigations in ice-infested waters, effective and high resolution information of the ice coverage is desired [66, 57].

Satellite observations such as synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images are widely used for sea ice information retrieval. These images have high spatial resolution and have the ability to see through cloud cover, and are ideal for sea ice mapping. It is challenging to interpret SAR images since the interactions between the SAR signal and sea ice are affected by various factors, including the imaging frequency and incidence angle, and the surface conditions of sea ice [43, 42].

Apart from several physical algorithms that can be applied to retrieve ice information from SAR imagery, machine learning algorithms such as support vector machine (SVM), random forest, and k-nearest neighbour (KNN), combined with hand-crafted features (e.g., geometrical feature [62], Fourier descriptors) also can be adopted to obtain impressive performance on sea ice information retrieval. For example, a SVM model trained using SAR image texture features was proposed to identify multiple sea ice types [45].

One approach of machine learning called convolutional neural networks (CNNs) is attracting increasing attention in the remote sensing domain because CNNs are now the state-of-the-art for image related tasks [2]. Due to the availability of large datasets and the use of GPUs, which can alleviate the training inefficiency, and some novel approaches
to reduce over-fitting [75, 38, 67], CNNs have been shown to significantly outperform traditional methods for image classification tasks [2]. Due to the success of CNNs on image classification tasks, CNNs are expected to perform well on SAR imagery classification problem as well [23]. In addition, with continuous advancements and developments in satellite technology, the volume of available synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images is increasing, which increases the need for automated algorithms to analyse these images. The objective of this thesis is to apply CNN-based learning approaches for the analysis of sea ice SAR imagery, providing more effective and timely information about sea ice so as to facilitate human activities.

One challenging task in sea ice remote sensing field is to classify sea ice and open water in satellite imagery accurately [84]. Distinguishing sea ice and open water from SAR imagery is critical for many activities, such as ship navigation, search, and rescue operations. Nowadays, automated methods to distinguish sea ice and water in SAR imagery are in demand. CNN-based approach can be used to solve this problem. In this thesis, a CNN-based transfer learning approach is adopted to classify sea ice and open water from SAR images, image features are extracted from a pre-trained CNN and softmax classifier is adopted to achieve final classification of sea ice and water. This approach achieved 92.36% classification accuracy on average after applying cross-validation.

The other topic of this thesis is sea ice concentration estimation. Currently, SAR images are manually interpreted by human experts working in government agencies to produce operational image analysis charts, which display sea ice concentration information over certain regions [75, 54]. However, preparation of these charts is very time-consuming and this human visual interpretation tends to be biased. It is of interest to find an intelligent and robust method to facilitate the estimation of sea ice concentration from SAR imagery. Although there are numerous methods available, this thesis mainly focuses on sea ice concentration estimation from SAR images by training a CNN model from scratch. However, the ice concentration from this CNN has the same problem as that from Wang [75], which is that the ice concentration in the range of 10% to 80%, is not estimated very accurately.

By looking into the available dataset, the imbalanced dataset problem was discovered and several possible methods to address this problem are proposed. The experimental results show that the efforts of balancing the dataset by introducing minority categories from new datasets do make a difference, even though the sea ice features and SAR image acquisition periods between datasets differ. With the size limitation of available new datasets, the original dataset could not be totally balanced by the new samples introduced by new datasets. However, the results do show an impressive improvement according to many experiments which aim at balancing the original dataset. Moreover, it is found that
the CNN model outperform other methods on identifying marginal ice zone. This finding is supported by the experiments in this study.

The outline of this thesis is as follows: We first give a brief background introduction in chapter 2 of some essential concepts that will be discussed in this thesis. In chapter 3, various data preprocessing methods for most of our experiments are illustrated in detail, and the method of classification of sea ice and water from SAR images is also presented. In chapter 4, sea ice concentration estimation by using CNN is discussed and the imbalanced problem is studied.
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents background knowledge related to this thesis. It includes relevant fundamental concepts of remote sensing, such as properties of synthetic aperture radar imagery and sea ice monitoring. In addition, background of convolutional neural networks, and recent research of applying CNN approaches in remote sensing are presented in this chapter. A CNN-based method called transfer learning is introduced as well. Finally, the imbalanced dataset issue is briefly discussed at the end.

2.1 Sea Ice and SAR Introduction

2.1.1 Sea Ice Basics

Monitoring sea ice is crucial for many high latitude countries [63]. Sea ice is a part of the cryosphere, interacting constantly with the underlying ocean and the overlaying atmosphere [9, 63]. Sea ice floats on the ocean’s surface because sea ice is less dense than water [9]. Due to the effects of winds, currents and temperature fluctuations, sea ice is very dynamic in the ocean [9]. Therefore, there are numerous sea ice types, for example, deformed and undeformed sea ice, and various sea ice features, such as pressure ridges or cracks in the sea ice cover, are generated [9].

The percentage of sea ice coverage in a given sea area is defined as sea ice concentration, or ice concentration (IC), ranging from 0% to 100%. The definition of 0% ice concentration means there is no ice but water in the given sea area, while 100% ice concentration means ice is covering all the given area [35].
The information of sea ice is important for numerous applications. First of all, sea ice can impede ship traffic and increase the risk of traffic accidents in the Arctic [63, 9]. Sea ice is highly related to climate, it can be considered as a climate indicator. For example, reductions in sea ice extent and thickness are believed to be due to warming climate [63, 9]. A consolidated ice cover can be regarded as an insulator that hinders the exchange of mass, momentum and chemical constituent between the ocean and the atmosphere [63]. Finally, fluxes at the ice surface provide boundary conditions for weather forecasting models.

2.1.2 SAR Imagery

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is widely used for sea ice monitoring. It is well known for its all-day and all-weather sensing capability [30], because it can capture images of the earth surface even through clouds and in total darkness (without sunlight) [17]. Generally speaking, SAR is a form of radar, which is used to create 2D or 3D images of an object or earth’s surface [10]. SAR images are able to represent more details of the ice cover as compared to passive microwave images because of their high spatial resolution [23]. In comparison to the resolution of operational ice concentration products based on passive radiometer data, the resolution of SAR data is significantly higher [35].

Nowadays, the main data source that is used for sea ice monitoring in Canada is RADARSAT-2. RADARSAT-2 has four different polarization configurations for SAR systems:

1. HH: Horizontal polarization on transmit, Horizontal polarization on receive
2. HV: Horizontal polarization on transmit, Vertical polarization on receive
3. VH: Vertical polarization on transmit, Horizontal polarization on receive
4. VV: Vertical polarization on transmit, Vertical polarization on receive

Each polarization configuration corresponds to one SAR image. A dual-pol SAR scene contains two images, one HH and one HV, and covers a large spatial region (approximately 500km x 500km), and it is commonly used for ice charting. In contrast, a quad-pol scene contains four images (HH,HV,VH,VV) and covers a smaller geographic region. Experiments in this thesis are based on dual-pol SAR scenes. For example, a dual-pol SAR scene is shown in Figure 2.1. The image 2.1a is HH polarization image, while the image 2.1b is HV polarization image.
Figure 2.1: An example of a dual-pol SAR scene acquired on 2014-01-18 in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

The ice analysis charts produced by Canadian Ice Service have relied heavily on RADARSAT-2 since it was launched in 2007 [37, 49]. The ongoing satellite mission RADASAT-2 in Canada is presently considered as the most reliable source of information on the condition of sea ice [37].

2.1.3 Sea Ice Monitoring

Many approaches have been developed to monitor sea ice conditions using satellite data. The three most popular data sources are optical sensors, passive microwave sensors, and SAR [27].

Optical sensors have the benefit of relatively fine spatial resolution (1km) but also some shortcomings, image capture conditions are limited by cloud coverage and sun illumination over the Arctic during winter [37]. Thus, the data from optical sensors cannot satisfy the requirements of ice operations because optical sensors only provide data under cloud-free conditions. Other data sources used to monitor sea ice, passive microwave and scatterometer observations, are not significantly restricted by clouds and sunlight [37]. The strong contrast of the emissivity of sea ice and water makes water and different sea ice types easily
distinguished in passive microwave images [3, 75]. However, the low resolution of passive microwave data makes them barely applicable in the vicinity of a shoreline and within narrow channels [37].

Compared to the two data sources discussed above, high-resolution synthetic aperture radar images (nominal pixel spacing less than or equal to 50m) [37] from RADARSAT have been considered as the main data source for ice monitoring in several countries, particularly in Canada [68], who uses large amounts of wide-swath SAR images to monitor Canadian ice regions [63]. This thesis mainly focuses on using SAR imagery to retrieve sea ice information.

### 2.1.4 Sea Ice Features of The Gulf of St. Lawrence

The main study area of this thesis located in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (GSL), which is a semienclosed sea along the east coast of Canada [74]. A picture of this area is shown in Figure 2.2, most of SAR images used for the experiments of this thesis were captured from Gulf of St. Lawrence in the period of January 16, 2014 to February 10, 2014. This time period corresponds to the freeze up stage of sea ice in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

The sea ice in GSL has strong seasonality and dynamic motion [74]. A typical timeline of sea ice formation in the Gulf of St. Lawrence is as follows: new ice begins to form in the upper of GSL near the end of December, and the ice cover augments in concentration at the beginning of January. Sea ice occurs first in shallow areas at the very beginning of the ice season and then spreads eastward [74]. Ice covers almost the entire Gulf of St. Lawrence by the third week of February [16]. Sea ice in the GSL reaches its maximum stage of formation by the third week of March, after that, melting and dispersal procedure begin [74].

Land-fast ice has limited extent in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and ice moves from shore into the main part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence due to wind and water motion [16]. As a result, floes and some new ice are generated in the central region of the gulf. Wind affects the motion of sea ice significantly in the northeastern of the Gulf of St. Lawrence [16]. Sometimes, very large floes will occur in this area [16]. Sea ice is very mobile in the Gulf of St Lawrence, the size of floes is commonly small [16]. Ridging can be rather extensive in some areas, but not developed to any great height.
2.2 Image Analysis Charts

To provide ice information to customers, the Canadian Ice Service (CIS) relies heavily on SAR imagery [15]. These images will be analysed to create image analysis charts, which are ice maps produced by ice experts from CIS through visual interpretation of SAR imagery [43, 42]. The zone analyzed by the image analysis concurs with an area relating to the satellite path. Therefore, the satellite’s path varies each day thus the chart area shifts from day to day [15]. According to the official website of Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC), around 11,000 SAR images from RADARSAT-2 are received per year [15]. Sea ice experts take approximately 4 hours to analyse a SAR scene [15]. In most cases, analysis results are issued in the form of image analysis charts [15].

To produce image analysis charts, expert analysts visually identify regions in the image that have homogeneous ice conditions and assign an ice concentration label to that region. These labels are assigned in tenths (e.g., 10%, 20% ...), and therefore the precision of this ice concentration is normally considered to be approximately 10%.

When analysing the satellite imagery, expert analysts are not only using their abundant
experience of visually looking at SAR images, but also their experience of the ice conditions in the region. Analyzing images is particularly challenging if seas are rough, or sometimes if water is on the ice, accumulated either from melt or rainfall [15]. Although image analysis charts are normally considered reliable, there are several source of uncertainty and errors in the image analysis charts because they are based on human interpretation [19]. In addition, the process of generating image analysis charts is time-consuming, that is the reason why automating the process of ice information retrieval is significant [75].

2.3 Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) models have recently been applied to large-scale visual recognition tasks. These networks are trained via backpropagation through layers of convolutional filters [41, 14, 67]. With large quantities of training data, CNN models outperform other models, and had early success in digit classification tasks. Nowadays, many technologies related to CNNs are used in our daily life, for instance, face recognition [51] and machine translation [28]. CNNs are an active area of research and have achieved appealing progresses in many fields, such as medical imaging and automobile industry. However, CNNs are still not widely used in remote sensing, there are still substantial problems that are worth exploring [22]. In this section, we will provide a brief introduction about CNNs, and the algorithm of training a CNN.

2.3.1 Convolutional Neural Networks Basics

CNNs are fundamentally the same as ordinary neural networks, which are comprised of neurons that have weights and biases to be learned [32]. A CNN consists of multiple layers, which are typically convolutional layers, pooling layers, fully-connected layers, and non-linear layers. The arrangement of these layers determines the architecture of a CNN. Normally, each neuron receives some inputs, performs a dot product between the inputs and the filter weights, followed by a non-linearity, which is called the activation function [31]. The most popular activations functions are Sigmoid, Tanh, and ReLU [31]. The convolutional layers are typically followed by fully-connected layers. For a classification problem, these layers provide inputs to a softmax function that computes a probability, and finally a loss function, such as cross-entropy, is used to compare the network outputs to the target outputs [32].

CNN feature learning algorithms have achieved superior performance over hand-designed features in many benchmark data sets [38]. The most salient characteristics of a CNN are
local connections and parameter sharing. These two characteristics lead to the main advantage of CNNs, which means that the computational cost to train a CNN is reasonable as there are fewer parameters than fully connected networks with the identical number of hidden layers [31].

In recent years, more and more complex CNN models have been developed, for example, AlexNet [38], VGG-16-Net [67], GoogLeNet [71], and the latest one, Res-Net [21], all of them are the champions of ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) respectively in the passing years. Generally speaking, the deeper and wider of a CNN structure, the better the performance it will achieve. However, memory and the computational resources are a challenge when training these CNNs. In addition, to avoid overfitting problem, a considerably large dataset is in demand for deeper and wider CNNs.

### 2.3.2 The Architecture of Convolutional Neural Networks

A typical CNN consists of a number of convolutional layers, pooling layers optionally followed by several fully-connected layers [58]. As the convolution operation is in charge of the most heavy computation part of a CNN, convolutional layers are regarded as the most important components [31]. The function of convolutional layer is to compute the output of neurons that are connected to local regions in the input, each computing a dot product between their weights and a small region they are connected to in the input volume [58]. The pooling layer basically performs a down sampling operation, while the category scores are computed after the fully-connected layer, where fully-connected means that each neuron in this layer and in the previous layer is connected to each neural in the previous layer. A typical CNN structure is shown in Figure 2.3.

### 2.3.3 Optimization For Convolutional Neural Networks

Neural network training is one of the most difficult optimization problems [18]. Gradient descent is the most commonly used modern optimization algorithm, which follows the gradient of the entire training set downhill. Gradient descent may be accelerated significantly by using stochastic gradient descent with fixed learning rate [18]. Instead of using fixed learning rate, numerous algorithms have been proposed that can adapt the leaning rate recently during training [18]. For example, AdaGrad [36], RMSProp [73].
2.3.4 Model Training

The algorithm that is commonly used to train CNN models is stochastic gradient descent (SGD), which uses backpropagation to compute its gradients [61]. Backpropagation is the most popular algorithm for multi-layer networks, the core of this algorithm is to apply the chain rule to compute the effect of each weight in the network with respect to error function [61]. This algorithm can be applied to effectively compute the gradients for SGD algorithm.

The input samples first propagate through CNN, and then the derivatives of the loss with respect to the parameters throughout the network are computed by backpropagation algorithm. Regarding the optimization method, the weights are updated through mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [85]. The objective of SGD algorithm is to minimize the loss function so as to find the optimal parameters in the convolutional network model with a good generalization ability for the target problem. First of all, the general form of cost function $J(\theta)$ is defined as follows [18],

$$J(\theta) = L(f(x; \theta), y) = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} L(f(x^{(i)}; \theta), y^{(i)})).$$

$L$ is the loss function, and $f(x; \theta)$ is the output from a model with input $x$ and parameter
set $\theta$, where $m$ is the number of samples in the mini-batch, $y$ denotes the desired output or label for each sample.

L2 loss (Euclidean loss) is typically used for CNN-based image regression tasks [77]. In this study, an Euclidean loss layer is adopted at the last layer of the network. Euclidean loss with L2 regularization term has the form [18],

$$L_{f(x;\theta),y} = \frac{1}{2m} \sum_{i=0}^{m} (f(x^{(i)}; \theta) - y^{(i)})^2 + \lambda \sum_{i=1}^{m} \theta_i^2.$$  

This function is otherwise called the “squared error function”, or “mean squared error”. The mean is halved for the sake of a convenience for the computation of the gradient descent, as the derivative term of the square function will cancel out the $1/2$ term. In order to update weights, the gradient of the loss with respect to the weights is needed [18].

$$\hat{g} = \frac{\partial L_{f(x;\theta),y}}{\partial \theta} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=0}^{m} (f(x^{(i)}; \theta) - y^{(i)}) \frac{\partial f(x^{(i)}; \theta)}{\partial \theta} + 2\lambda \theta_i.$$  

where $\hat{g}$ denotes the gradient calculated based on $m$ samples randomly sampled from the training data. The calculated gradient will be used for mini-batch SGD algorithm, updating $\theta$ in the direction of $\hat{g}$, a mini-batch SGD algorithm is based on the following steps [18].  

Step 1: Randomly initiate weights $\theta$ and set values for hyperparameters.  
Step 2: Iterate the followings until stop criteria is met.  
Sampling a minibatch $m$ sample $\{x^1, x^2, ... x^m\}$ from training set and the corresponding labels $y^{(i)}$  
  calculate the gradient:  
  $$\hat{g} := \frac{1}{m} \nabla_{\theta} \sum_{i} L(f(x^{(i)}; \theta), y^{(i)})$$  
  calculate velocity update:  
  $$v := \alpha v - \epsilon \hat{g}$$  
  update each weight:  
  $$\theta := \theta + v.$$  

where $\epsilon$ denotes learning rate, we use $v$ denotes velocity and $\alpha$ denotes momentum parameter. The symbol $:= $ means to update the parameter on the left side of the symbol by the computed value of the equation on the right side of the symbol. The symbol $\nabla_{\theta}$ denotes the gradient with respect to parameter $\theta$.
2.4 Transfer Learning

Training an entire deep CNN from scratch, which means initializing the weights at random, is often impractical in practice, because it is not feasible to obtain a large number of training samples. People normally collect limited datasets with far less than the total parameters in a deep CNN [33], which has millions of parameters that need be determined [23]. However, in particular, there is no large-scale labelled SAR imagery dataset that is widely used to test deep learning algorithms. To balance this trade-off, transfer learning is expected to play a significant role in the case of deep CNNs for tasks using SAR imagery. Transfer learning is an effective way of training a large CNN without overfitting when the dataset is insufficient [23].

The main concept of transfer learning is as follows. First, we need to train a base network on a relatively huge dataset, for example, ImageNet, which contains about 22,000 classes and nearly 15 million labeled images. Second, we reuse the learned weights or features of the pretrained network in a new network that will be used for our dataset (target dataset) [83]. This process will be successful as long as general features are learned well from the original huge base dataset, and the new target database also contains these kind of general features [83]. In practice, numerous studies have implemented this transfer learning method for various tasks, with results that are comparable to those from conventional methods.

There is an interesting common phenomenon that has been observed from many deep CNNs trained on natural images. Typically, simple features, such as Gabor features, edges, and color blobs are learned at the first few layers [33, 83]. Such features are not specific to a particular dataset, they are generic features that will be useful for a variety of image classification and recognition tasks. While this fact is heuristic, it does provide a fundamental theoretical support for applying transfer learning method. However, features detected from the later layers of the neural network are more specific to the base dataset [33]. Therefore, we only need to modify the last few layers to fit target tasks. For most CNNs trained for image classification, we know that the features computed by the network’s last layer must depend greatly on the chosen specific dataset, for example, if a network that has been trained with softmax layer as the last layer, then each output unit will be specific to a particular category [33, 83]. This means that if you have 10 classes, then there will be 10 corresponding outputs.

In summary, transfer learning can be summarized as follows: First, to pretrain a CNN on a large dataset, and then use the weights of pretrained CNN either as an initialization of weights or regarding the entire CNN as a fixed feature extractor for new datasets or tasks.
There are two commonly used transfer learning scenarios which will be presented in the following subsections in detail [33].

### 2.4.1 Scenario I: Feature Extractor

The basic idea of the first transfer learning scenario is to treat a pre-trained CNN as a fixed feature extractor and retain the classifier [33]. To be more specific, a CNN pretrained on ImageNet is taken, and then removing the last fully-connected layer. After that, we can treat the rest of the CNN as a fixed feature extractor for the target dataset [33]. If we take an AlexNet as an example, this operation will return a 4096-dimension feature vector for every image that is fed through the AlexNet [33]. This feature vector is then used to train a linear classifier, for instance, Linear SVM, KNN, or softmax classifier for the target dataset [33].

### 2.4.2 Scenario II: Fine-tuning

In addition to the method discussed above, there is another transfer learning method that is popular, which is copying weights from the first several layers of a trained base network to the first several layers of a new network [83]. The remaining layers of the target network are trained using the new dataset with random weights initialization [83]. During training process, there are two options: one options is to backpropagate the errors from the new task into all the layers including the first several layers to fine-tune the copied weights. The other option is keeping copied weights of the first several layers fixed, which means the weights for these layer will remain unchanged during training [83]. As for the remaining several last layers, they will be retrained to be more specific to the new task. The decision whether or not to retrain the first layers not only depends on the size of the new dataset, but also relies on the number of parameters need to be trained in the first several layers [83].

Keeping a portion of the prior layers frozen and fine-tuning the rest of the network is appealing due to overfitting concerns [33]. Overfitting can occur when the new dataset is small and the number of parameters need to be trained is relatively large. In this case, it is better to keep the weights of the majority of the layers unchanged [83]. However, overfitting will not be a problem when the new dataset is sufficient, and in this case tweaking weights of a few layers of the network can boost the performance on the new dataset [83]. In an extreme case, there is no need to do transfer learning if you are confident that the size of the target dataset is sufficient, i.e, datasets that weights are being transferred to is
big enough. That is because learning from scratch on the large target dataset will give satisfying results without overfitting concerns [83]. However, the computing time of this method is much longer than that of transfer learning.

2.5 Previous Work Relevant To This Thesis

2.5.1 Research on CNNs In Remote Sensing Applications

In recent years, there is a large and growing volume of published studies describing the role of CNNs in different fields. Implementing CNNs algorithms is becoming more popular in the remote sensing community. Studies have shown that CNNs approaches outperform conventional methods in a wide range of tasks, for instance, SAR image depeckling, remote sensing image target recognition, classification, edge detection and so on. In this section, I give a literature review of previous research of applying CNNs approaches in the domain of remote sensing.

The studies of Otávio AB et al. [59] demonstrate that CNNs not only can be used to recognize natural objects, but trained CNN models generalizes well on the task of classifying remote sensing scenes. A CNN-based approach for detecting edges in remote sensing images is proposed [81], and found that their approach can detect the continuous edges of remote sensing images and has strong robustness compared with classic algorithms. Jun et al. [13] explicitly explored the ability of a deep CNN with data augmentation on SAR target recognition.

Kampffmeyer et al. [29] proposed a deep CNN for semantic segmentation of urban remote sensing images. The results show that they obtain an overall classification accuracy of 87%, this score is higher than the state-of-the-art for the dataset they used. Maggiori et al [48] proposed a four stacked convolutional layers for extracting features and a deconvolutional layer as the last layer. This convolutional network is designed for pixelwise labeling of remote sensing imagery. Their experimental results surpass previous approaches not only in terms of efficiency, but also in terms of accuracy [48].

CNNs are found to be able to deal with SAR image depeckling problems as well. An eight convolutional layer network with a method that similar to residual learning is designed in [6] for SAR image depeckling. The CNN model they proposed was found to outperform three other image despeckling algorithms. In addition, CNNs are also found to be able to tackle the problem of pansharpening remote sensing images. An example can be found in [50].
One approach that is particularly related to the studies in chapter 3 is the study described in [44]. They have shown a CNN model can be successfully used on sea ice and water classification task. They directly use polygon-wise ice concentration of image analysis chart, classifying sea ice and open water from SAR imagery based on Alter-CNN algorithm [44]. They obtain impressive results in comparison with other algorithms.

Another study that is similar to our studies presented in chapter 4 is the study proposed by Wang [75]. A CNN structure and a fully-convolutional neural network (FCNN) structure taking SAR images and incidence angle as input are developed to estimate sea ice concentration for SAR imagery. Both the FCNN and the CNN models are able to obtain good results even for very thin new ice, which is difficult to distinguish visually in the imagery [75]. The root mean squared errors are 0.22 and 0.21 for CNN and FCNN respectively. The CNN models are found to be able to generate reasonable ice concentration in the melt season when evaluating the performance on a Beaufort Sea dataset, and achieved a state-of-the-art ice concentration estimation [75]. Wang also evaluate the transferability of CNN models and found CNN models are transferable between different SAR image datasets [75]. Wang’s works in [75] is the first study in which a CNN is applied to estimate sea ice concentration from SAR images.

2.5.2 Research On Transfer Learning In Remote Sensing

The main approach presently used for transfer learning in remote sensing is using pre-trained CNNs as feature extractors. Morgan et al. [55] explored how a deep CNN approach performs on the classification of SAR imagery, and they conclude that a CNN method can be adapted quickly to new SAR imagery classification tasks [55]. One interesting transfer learning based method was proposed by Huang et al. [23]. They transferred from a tacked convolutional auto-encoders model trained on unlabelled sufficient SAR images to a labelled new dataset with limited number of training SAR images [23]. They report that their method is competitive with the state-of-the-art method on their dataset, and their method performs even better if the size of training sample is small compared to other methods [23].

Kang et al [30] combined an algorithm for SAR ship detection based on transfer learning method. They extracted features of SAR images from VGG [67], they discover that combining pixels and deep feature can boost the performance of multiscale ship detection in SAR images [30].

The method proposed by Castelluccio et al. [4] is similar to the method presented in chapter 3, which is the classification of sea ice and open water from SAR imagery,
Castelluccio et al. adopted CaffeNet and GoogLeNet, finetuning these pre-trained CNN for semantic classification of remote sensing scenes. In chapter 3, transfer learning approach will be illustrated more specifically.

2.6 Research on Imbalanced Datasets

A dataset is regarded as imbalanced when there are significant differences among the number of samples available for each category [5]. An example of an imbalanced dataset is sea ice SAR imagery datasets, which often contain more samples of open water and ice at high concentrations than samples at intermediate ice concentrations.

Obtaining a balanced dataset at the very beginning is not always possible because real-world datasets are more or less imbalanced. If a dataset is imbalanced, the minority categories are not well represented and models will focus more on majority categories during model training. Thus, the prediction ability for these minority categories is weaker compared to majority categories [47].

Coping with imbalanced dataset problem is important in many applications, especially when the primary interest is on the minority categories, such as detection of fraud calls, and filtering fraud transaction in banking operations [60]. Examples for sea ice would be detecting an isolated ice floe, or an opening in a consolidated ice cover.

There are three commonly used methods that can deal with problems caused by imbalanced datasets. The first two methods are based on sampling method. Intuitively, as our goal is to balance a dataset, sampling methods can help to tackle this kind of problem. One way is oversampling samples in the minority categories, the intent is to increase the number of samples in the minority categories until the number of samples in each category is almost equal before applying machine learning algorithms. However, when applying oversampling algorithm, we cannot just repeatedly get samples from minority categories, because it can lead to overfitting. One classical oversampling method for imbalanced dataset is called SMOTE proposed in [5], the minority categories are oversampled by creating “synthetic” examples rather than by over-sampling with replacement [5]. A “synthetic” example is generated according to the formula,

\[ x_{i1} = x_i + \zeta(x_{nn} - x_i). \]

where \( x_{i1} \) is the newly generated “synthetic” sample, \( x_i \) is the original sample, \( x_{nn} \) the nearest neighbour of \( x_i \), \( \zeta \) is a number between 0 and 1.
The second method is undersampling samples in the majority categories [87], i.e., randomly removing several samples from majority categories until the number of majority categories is almost as small as the number of samples in the minority categories before applying learning algorithms [87]. Chawla et al. [5] conclude that undersampling method enables better classifier than oversampling method. On the other hand, if we abandon samples from majority categories at random, then important information can be omitted [87, 47].

The third method that can be adopted for addressing imbalanced dataset problem is based on modifying the learning algorithms. For example, support vector machine combined with boosting or ensemble method can perform better than learning from the original imbalanced dataset [47]. Another widely used approach is called cost-sensitive learning [46], which addresses the imbalanced dataset problem through incurring different costs for different classes. One typical approach of cost-sensitive learning is to move the decision thresholds according to their corresponding misclassification costs. To explain this approach in a simple way, assume the imbalanced dataset consists of two classes, a negative category and a positive class. $p$ denotes the probability estimation results is positive category from a binary classifier, the decision is based on a threshold,

\[
\text{if } \frac{p}{1-p} > 1; \text{positive class} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{else; negative class.}
\]

However, if the number of positive samples is different from the number of negative samples in the training dataset, then the threshold should be as follows:

\[
\text{if } \frac{p}{1-p} > \frac{m^+}{m^-}; \text{positive class} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\text{else; negative class}
\]

where $m^+$ denotes the number of positive samples in the training set and $m^-$ is the number of negative samples in the training set.

However, if our classifier is based on (1), then we need to adjust the predicted probability $p$ when using (1) to make decision, the formula is,

\[
\text{if } \frac{p}{1-p} \times \frac{m^-}{m^+} > 1; \text{positive class} \tag{3}
\]

\[
\text{else; negative class.}
\]
This is just a basic idea, we can sort of adjust the predicted probabilities when making decisions. However, it is way more complicated in reality; We need to embed something similar to (3) to decision process [87].
Chapter 3

Sea Ice And Water Classification Of SAR Imagery Using Transfer Learning: Scenario I

Accurate and robust classification methods of sea ice and open water are in demand by ice services worldwide [75, 82]. There are many methods that can be used to identify ice and water from SAR imagery. CNNs are becoming increasingly popular for image related tasks in many research communities due to availability of large image datasets and high-performance computing systems [38, 67, 82]. As CNNs have achieved great success on many image classification tasks, it is reasonable to investigate if CNNs can be used for the classification of image patches from synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery into ice and water [82]. In this chapter, several data preprocessing methods, for instance, image analysis charts interpolation, the generation of patches, are discussed in detail. Furthermore, Scenario I of transfer learning has been implemented by extracting features of the patches from AlexNet and training a softmax classifier. This method achieves an overall classification accuracy of 96.69% based on the held-out test data, and obtained 92.36% classification accuracy after applying leave-one-out evaluation. The objectives of the study in this chapter are as follows:

1. To preprocess original data into a form suitable for application of CNN.
2. To develop an automated algorithm for ice and water classification from RADARSAT-2 ScanSAR dual-polarization images by using transfer learning scenario I: feature extractor.
3. To demonstrate the exact procedure of implementing transfer learning to SAR imagery classification tasks.

4. To verify and discuss the developed CNN-based transfer learning approach against the ground truth, i.e., image analysis charts from Canadian ice service.

5. To evaluate the CNN model by using holdout method and leave-one-out method.

3.1 Dataset

3.1.1 SAR Scenes

The SAR image dataset used for this study consists of 25 SAR scenes, all of them are dual-polarization SAR images [82]. Each scene consists of HH (horizontal transmit polarization, vertical receive polarization), and an HV (horizontal transmit polarization, horizontal receive polarization) image.

The SAR images were acquired in ScanSAR wide mode of RADARSAT-2, with swath width of 500km and nominal pixel spacing of 50m [82]. The available SAR images were captured from Gulf of St. Lawrence in the period of January 16, 2014 to February 10, 2014, which corresponds to freeze-up. Ice concentration and thickness are increasing from January to February [82]. From the image analysis it is known that the ice cover consists mainly of thin, new, gray and gray-white ice, with thickness less than 30cm [16, 82], and becomes looser approximately 20-50 km from the ice edge [76, 82]. The details of the 25 SAR scenes are shown in Table 3.1. Note that some SAR scenes contain mostly land.
Table 3.1: Detailed information of the GSL2014 dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Scene ID</th>
<th>Date Acquired</th>
<th>The number of Image Patches (Stride=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20140116_223042</td>
<td>2014-01-16</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20140117_103914</td>
<td>2014-01-17</td>
<td>579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20140118_1051002</td>
<td>2014-01-18</td>
<td>2320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20140120_105149</td>
<td>2014-01-20</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20140121_214420</td>
<td>2014-01-21</td>
<td>1704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>20140122_095247</td>
<td>2014-01-22</td>
<td>1332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>20140123_226227</td>
<td>2014-01-23</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20140124_103500</td>
<td>2014-01-24</td>
<td>946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>20140124_215646</td>
<td>2014-01-24</td>
<td>2375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20140125_100500</td>
<td>2014-01-25</td>
<td>1130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>20140126_223850</td>
<td>2014-01-26</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>20140127_104734</td>
<td>2014-01-27</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>20140127_221027</td>
<td>2014-01-27</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>20140128_101751</td>
<td>2014-01-28</td>
<td>1572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>20140130_110029</td>
<td>2014-01-30</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>20140130_222324</td>
<td>2014-01-30</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>20140131_103053</td>
<td>2014-01-31</td>
<td>1327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>20140131_215240</td>
<td>2014-01-31</td>
<td>2428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>20140206_221744</td>
<td>2014-02-06</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20140207_102631</td>
<td>2014-02-07</td>
<td>1705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>20140207_214938</td>
<td>2014-02-07</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>20140208_095758</td>
<td>2014-02-08</td>
<td>2204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>20140209_223030</td>
<td>2014-02-09</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>20140210_103911</td>
<td>2014-02-10</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>20140210_220111</td>
<td>2014-02-10</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Data Preprocessing

3.2.1 Incidence Angle Data Processing

It is known that the backscatter in a SAR image is sensitive to the incidence angle of the acquisition [1]. The sensitivity to incidence angle is dependent on wind and associated
ocean roughness conditions [1]. At steep incidence angles during wind roughened conditions, the bright signature seen in the HH channel often makes ice versus open water discrimination difficult [1]. Overall, steep incidence angles are preferred to maximize new and thin ice separability in the HH channel and act as a complement to ice versus open water separation in the HV channel [1].

The incidence angle data interpolation method in this study is the same as that described in [75]. The incidence angle data are stored as incidence angle images [75]. These images can be used as the third channel of a image patch (image patches will be explained in the next subsection). Finally, these incidence angle images are rescaled to be in the same data range of SAR imagery.

3.2.2 SAR imagery Processing

SAR images are corrupted with significant multiplicative speckle noise due to the coherent nature of the imaging process [82]. In order to eliminate the influence of noise and reduce the data volume, all the SAR images are sub-sampled by 8 x 8 block averaging [82]. The input of the CNN model used requires 3 dimensional data, such as image data with three color channels (RGB). For this study, the HH polarization image, HV polarization image, and incidence angle information for each pixel are combined together to generate the 3D images. An example is shown in Figure 3.1.

![Figure 3.1: Example of a 3D image used for extracting patches. This image was acquired on January-17 2014. Source[82]](image-url)
3.2.3 Extracting Image Patches

Image patches, with size of 45 pixels \( \times \) 45 pixels \( \times \) 3, are extracted from the downsampled SAR image scenes and incidence angle images \([75, 82]\). A patch size of 45 pixels \( \times \) 45 pixels is chosen because experiments conducted in \([75, 82]\) found the patch size of 45 pixels \( \times \) 45 pixels is the best option of achieving better performance for the task of ice concentration estimation using a CNN.

The method for extracting patches is to extract one patch every 20 pixels (e.g., with a stride of 20) from HH, HV, and incidence angle image respectively and record the central point ice concentration value of the corresponding image analysis chart \([82]\). The label of a patch is then defined by thresholding the ice concentration. Points with ice concentration greater than 30\% are considered to be ice, while points with ice concentration less than and equal to 30\% are considered to be water \([82]\). 23541 patches in total were obtained after discarding land contaminated patches, which are patches containing land pixels \([82]\). The number of patches extracted from different SAR scene is shown in Table 3.1. Several image patches are shown in Figure 3.2. Note that the images shown in Figure 3.2 are not the original patches. These patches are processed in order to observe features. The image patches in the top row are water patches, while the image patches in the bottom row are ice patches. It can be seen that the water patches are visually smoother than the ice patches, and that in some cases it can be difficult to distinguish between the ice and water patches visually \([82]\). This motivates the use of an intelligent model.

![Figure 3.2: Samples of patches with size 45 x 45 x 3: Each patch has an associated label from the image analysis chart. The top row are water patches, while the bottom row are ice patches.](image-url)
3.2.4 Image Analysis Charts Processing

Image analysis charts from CIS is used as the ground truth. Background materials pertaining to image analysis charts have been presented in Section 2.2. Since image analysis charts contain information about sea ice concentration, while the experiments in this chapter aim to classify sea ice and open water, the image analysis charts are modified by thresholding ice concentration at 30% [82].

Note that there will not be a corresponding ice concentration value (ground truth) from the image analysis chart for every ocean pixel of a specific HH image, because the spatial resolution of the SAR image is much finer than the image analysis chart. Therefore, interpolation of the image analysis ice concentration to the pixel locations in the SAR imagery is necessary. To deal with this problem, nearest neighbour interpolation method is adopted, which interpolates ice concentration from image analysis charts for every ocean pixels based on closest latitude and longitude of original ice analysis charts. However, this also introduces the assumption that the image analysis can be interpreted as valid at this finer spatial resolution.

3.3 Feature Extraction and Classification Method

In this study, instead of building a CNN from scratch, a CNN that has been constructed in an earlier study (AlexNet [38, 82]) is used in a transfer learning approach [83] to classify ice and water in SAR imagery. AlexNet was designed and trained for the task of labelling images from the ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) database. These are images of everyday entities, such as a dog, cat or car, and are significantly different from SAR sea ice imagery [82]. Nevertheless, the experimental results support the use of such an approach for this task [82].

The experiments in this chapter start with the bundled CaffeNet model, which is based on the network architecture of Krizhevsky et al. [38] for ImageNet called AlexNet. From this, the generalization ability of the network is explained when retraining the softmax classifier on the top [82]. To do this, a transfer learning method is adopted. The labelled image patches are fed through AlexNet, which is used as a fixed feature extractor [82]. Features from the sixth fully-connected layer (FC6) of AlexNet are used in a softmax classifier that was retrained to estimate the probability of ice for the center pixel of the patches [82]. In this way, sea ice and open water can be classified [82]. The classification accuracy can be determined by comparing the estimation results to the labels of the testing
set [82]. The main method is shown in a flowchart in Figure 3.3. In short, this method basically consists of three steps: preprocessing, feature extraction, and prediction [82].

![Flowchart of method for sea ice and water classification.](image)

Figure 3.3: Flowchart of method for sea ice and water classification.

### 3.4 Model Evaluation Methods

In order to evaluate the performance of the model in this study, two methods are adopted for estimating the generalization error depending on different training and testing splits.
3.4.1 Holdout Method

Holdout method is relatively easy to understand, the target dataset with labeled samples is divided into two independent sets, namely, the training set and the test set [72]. After obtaining a classification model only using the training set, we evaluate the performance of the model on the test set to obtain an independent estimation of classification accuracy [72]. The percentage of samples in the dataset for training and for testing is typically 80 percent and 20 percent respectively [72].

The holdout method has several shortcomings. First of all, when 20% of the samples are reserved for test set, the number of training samples might be insufficient if the model we want to train is very complex [72]. Thus, the model trained by 80% of the dataset may not be as good as a model trained by all the samples. In addition, the model may be highly dependent on the way the training set and test set are structured [72]. On the other hand, it is a kind of trade-off, when we decide to use a large training set, then the test set must be small for a limited dataset. As a result, the computed classification accuracy from the test set is no longer reliable [72].

3.4.2 Leave-one-out Method

Leave-one-out method is a variant of cross-validation method. It involves using one observation as the test set and the rest of observations as the training set. In terms of this study, one SAR scene was chosen as test set each time, and the remaining SAR scenes are used for training. This is repeated for each image in the set, or 25 times. Leave-one-out approach has the advantage of utilizing as much data as possible for training. In addition, the test sets are mutually exclusive and they effectively cover the entire data set. The drawback of this approach is that it is computationally expensive.

3.5 Experimental Setup

In these experiments, stride of 20 was used between image patches when extracting patches from SAR images, which means spacing between patches is 20x400m or 8km [82].
spacing of image analysis pixels is 8km x 5km [82]. Therefore, this model will not provide prediction for every pixel in a SAR image [82]. In addition, pixels near image borders are unclassified as it is not possible to extract 45 x 45 patches around image border. Moreover, pixels near land boundaries are not classified to avoid contamination of the dataset with unphysical values.

In terms of the holdout method, the first 20 SAR scenes in Table 3.1 were chosen as training data (18918 patches), and the last five scenes were used as the test data (4623 patches). In terms of the leave-one-out method, each scene will be regarded as test set once. As there are no patches extracted from scene 20140126_223850 due to landcover, 24-fold cross validation is executed. The softmax classifier was trained by using a large set of labelled images patches \( \{x_i, y_i\} \), where \( x_i \) represents inputs image patches, \( y_i \) represents labels of image patches. A cross-entropy loss function, a typical loss function for image classification, is used for the comparison between the true distribution \( p \) and the estimated distribution \( q \), the mathematical expression of cross-entropy has this form, [34]

\[
H(p, q) = -\sum_x p(x) \log q(x).
\]

Softmax classifier produces the probability distribution of each class. As the estimated category probability \( q \) of the i-th category from the softmax classifier is defined as [34],

\[
q_i = \frac{e^{f_i y_{i0}}}{\sum_j e^{f_j y_{j0}}}.
\]

and \( f_j \) mean the j-th element of the vector of category scores [34]. Softmax function is a standard way to turn numbers to probability distributions.

### 3.6 Results

Measuring the performance of the model on an independent test set is very useful because such a measure provides an unbiased estimate of its generalization error [72]. On the same domain, the accuracy or error rate computed from the test set can also be used to compare the relative performance of classifiers [72]. In this study, we use classification accuracy to measure model performance. Classification accuracy has the following definition:

\[
\text{Classification Accuracy} = \frac{\text{Number of correct predictions}}{\text{Total number of predictions}}
\]
In order to evaluate the performance of the model in this study, the two model evaluation methods discussed in Section 3.4 are adopted for estimating the generalization error depending on different training and testing splits. Results of both methods will be shown in the following two subsections. At the last part of this section, several conclusions are presented by comparing classification results with image analysis charts.

### 3.6.1 Holdout Results

In the experiments carried out here by calculating the number of patches extracted from each SAR scenes, the dataset is split such that around 80% is used for training, and 20% is used for testing, corresponding to five SAR scenes used for testing, and the remaining SAR scenes used for training. Table 3.2 below displays the classification results on the five test scenes. It can be clearly observed from table that the overall classification accuracy is around 96.690%. Some SAR scenes have even more accurate classification results. It can be seen in Table 3.2 that when a SAR scene has fewer patches, the classification accuracy is relatively lower. One reason for this may be that the classification results on small test set may not represent the real performance of the trained model, if the data in the test set are not well represented in the training data.

Table 3.2: Holdout results for ice-water classification for SAR scenes in the test set using transfer learning. Number of patches means the total number of patches extracted from each SAR scene in the test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene ID</th>
<th>Number of Patches</th>
<th>Classification Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20140207_214938</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>86.047%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140208_095758</td>
<td>2204</td>
<td>97.096%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140209_223030</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>88.333%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140210_103911</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>98.684%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140210_220111</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>96.355%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall</strong></td>
<td><strong>4623</strong></td>
<td><strong>96.690%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.6.2 Leave-one-out Results

Table 3.3: Leave-one-out results for ice-water classification for the GSL2014 dataset using transfer learning. Number of patches means the total number of patches extracted from each SAR scene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene ID</th>
<th>Number of patches</th>
<th>Classification Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20140116_223042</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>62.121%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140117_103914</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>71.848%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140118_101002</td>
<td>2320</td>
<td>88.836%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140120_105149</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>82.500%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140121_214420</td>
<td>1704</td>
<td>92.019%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140122_095247</td>
<td>1332</td>
<td>91.967%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140123_222627</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>93.836%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140124_103501</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>97.463%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140124_215646</td>
<td>2375</td>
<td>92.547%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140125_100500</td>
<td>1130</td>
<td>93.009%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140127_104734</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>79.295%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140127_221027</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>89.873%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140128_101751</td>
<td>1572</td>
<td>91.667%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140130_110029</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>84.436%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140130_222234</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>84.825%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140131_103053</td>
<td>1327</td>
<td>96.458%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140131_215240</td>
<td>2428</td>
<td>89.908%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140206_221744</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>92.642%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140207_102631</td>
<td>1705</td>
<td>96.716%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140207_214938</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>86.047%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140208_095758</td>
<td>2204</td>
<td>97.232%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140209_223030</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>90.000%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140210_103911</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>97.632%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20140210_220111</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>96.144%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall</strong></td>
<td><strong>23541</strong></td>
<td><strong>92.360%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results for the leave-one-out experiments are shown in Table 3.3. By averaging the classification results of every experiment weighted by the number of patches in the test image, around 92.3% classification accuracy is achieved. Although this overall classification accu-
racy is lower than the classification computed by hold-out method, it is still very impressive. According to these results, we can conclude that the method proposed in this chapter performs well on our dataset and it also has a good generalization ability. In contrast, Leigh [42] et al. developed a ice-water classification system named MAp-Guided Ice Classification (MAGIC) with an impressive leave-one-out classification accuracy with 96.42%. A paper [84] investigated sea ice and water classification and proposed a SVM based method by using hand-crafted texture features, their method achieved average 91% ± 4% classification accuracy on validation SAR scenes.

### 3.6.3 Results Visualization

In order to present the classification results for visualization, the image patches are mapped back to the HH pol SAR image, and are compared with the image analysis charts. Examples are shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.

In Figure 3.4, two sub-images of two SAR scenes with high classification results (97.232% and 96.144% respectively) are exhibited. The two pictures at the first row are SAR images in HH pol. The two images in the middle are corresponding image analysis charts after thresholding ice concentration. Pixels near land and image boundary are unclassified because the method has not been developed to extract sea ice or water patches from these region. According to Figure 3.4, the classification results are fairly good compared with image analysis charts. Many of the misclassified points are close to the ice edge, i.e., the ice-water boundary. There are only a few misclassified pixels in the open water and ice cover regions respectively, indicating that the method can distinguish both sea ice and open water equally well.

Apart from looking at SAR scenes with high classification accuracies, it is also of interest to look into a SAR scene with relatively low classification accuracy to help us understand cases where the model does not perform well. Figure 3.5 presents a sub-image of a SAR scene with 89% classification accuracy, highlighting the region with classification errors. We can clearly find that the main errors made by model are near ice water boundary, some regions identified as water by the image analysis chart are classified as ice. One interesting finding is that the region highlighted by a yellow circle. This region contains low ice concentration (mainly consists of water) according to ice analysis chart and HH pol image, while the predicted results show that that area mainly consists of sea ice. It seems that the model classification ability for low ice concentration region is not that good. Adding more training samples with low ice concentration might help in this case.
Figure 3.4: Water and sea ice classification results visualization of two SAR scenes. Source[82], (a), (c), (e) are HH pol image, ground truth, and prediction results of SAR scene (ID: 20140208.095758) respectively; (b), (d), (f) are HH pol image, ground truth, and prediction results of SAR scene (ID: 20140210.220111) respectively. For plots (c) and (d), white represents sea ice, black stands for open water, grey areas are unclassified areas because these are land. The two images at bottom are classification result plots, red circle and blue circle represent sea ice and open water respectively.
Figure 3.5: An example of a SAR scene with relatively low classification accuracy. This is a sub-image of Scene ID: 20140131_215240. (a) The corresponding image analysis chart, white represents sea ice, black represents open water, grey represents land and unclassified area. (b) Classification results mapped on SAR image in HH pol, red circle: sea ice. blue circle: water, the yellow circle highlights a region of interest.
3.7 Discussion

By comparing the classification results with image analysis charts, it can be found that regions near sea ice and water boundary tend to be misclassified. The weak ability to classify pixels near sea ice and water boundary might caused by the way we assign labels for each patch. As the models are trained to estimate the label of the central pixel of a patch, when giving a label for one patch of size $45 \times 45 \times 3$, we just assign the label of the center pixel as the label for the whole patch. This label assignment method potentially introduced errors because it might assign wrong labels for some patches. For example, if most of the pixels in one patch are water, but the center point is regarded as sea ice according to a image analysis chart, then the whole patch will be labelled as sea ice, while the true label for this patch should be water.

Note that some of these misclassifications could be due to errors in the image analyses, or due differences in how information is represented in image analyses (polygons) as compared to our method (image patches).

Some points near land and near image borders are unclassified as well, which might be a concern if information in these regions is desired. One method to address this problem will be discussed in the next Chapter.
Chapter 4

Sea Ice Concentration Estimation Using CNN-based Regression

The previous chapter presented a method to classify pixels in SAR sea ice imagery as ice and water. In this chapter, the problem of sea ice concentration estimation from SAR imagery is addressed.

Accurate sea ice concentration information is important for the human population. Sea ice has an impact on weather and climate. For example, the amount of heat transferred through the ice is directly dependent on the ice concentration [78]. The information of marginal ice zone is also of interest because it is an indicator of Arctic warming and it provides a nice living environment for phytoplankton and creatures such as seabirds and zooplankton [24]. Sea ice concentration also plays an important role in ship navigation. Navigators depend on sea ice concentration charts to find safe routes for icebreakers and ships [78]. For example, regions with low sea ice concentration are passable for many ships while regions with high ice concentration could be very dangerous. Sea ice concentration estimation from SAR imagery is currently done manually by experts working at the Canadian Ice Service. However, these ice charts often lack the small scale details of the ice cover, such as individual floes or openings. It is of interest to develop a method to automatically estimate ice concentration from SAR imagery that contains the relevant details.

Different from hand-crafted feature extraction based methods, CNN-based methods learn features from a dataset automatically [23], which can be a good fit for this sea ice concentration estimation problem. In this Chapter, a CNN-based regression model is developed for estimating sea ice concentration based on dual-polarization images (HH and HV), combined with incidence angle image. The model is similar to that used in an earlier
Although the testing method used here is more thorough. In addition, various experiments are carried out to investigate the role of the training data on the estimation of intermediate ice concentrations (those between 10% and 80%). This will be referred to addressing the imbalanced data problem. Before applying CNN regression models, several data preprocessing techniques, for examples, land mirroring, are discussed in this Chapter.

4.1 Dataset

In this study, the base SAR image dataset is the same dataset used for the experiments in chapter 3, i.e., the SAR image dataset from the Gulf of St. Lawrence captured in 2014. The description of that dataset can be found in Section 3.1.

Apart from this dataset, three complementary datasets are introduced in order to address the imbalanced dataset problem. These SAR images are also acquired in ScanSAR wide mode from RADARSAT-2 but from different regions and years. One dataset is very similar to the aforementioned dataset, and contains SAR images captured from the Gulf of St. Lawrence during the ice-covered season within the period of January 21st, 2012 to February 11th, 2012. Six available SAR scenes with reliable image analysis charts from that dataset are used. The other dataset consists of SAR images captured from Labrador Sea in the period of February 14th to February 20th, 2011. The Labrador Sea is located northeast of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. In this region, sea ice occurs near the coast of Labrador in December and sea ice becomes thicker from January to February [64]. The sea ice cover generally consists of a marginal ice zone next to the open water [64], which is quite similar to the ice features in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. There are 4 SAR scenes with image analysis charts available in this dataset. The third dataset contains SAR images captured from Canadian Arctic Archipelago in the period of July 24th 2013 to September 13th 2013, and differs from the other datasets in that some of the SAR scenes contain regions populated with multi-year and first-year ice floes. This dataset consists of 6 SAR scenes. More details about these datasets are given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Image acquisition dates for all images used in the ice concentration estimation study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Gulf of St. Lawrence 2014 Dataset</th>
<th>The Gulf of St. Lawrence 2012 Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number</strong></td>
<td><strong>Scene Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20140116_223042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20140117_103914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20140118_101002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20140120_105149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20140121_214420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>20140122_095247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>20140123_222627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20140124_103501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>20140124_215646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20140125_100500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>20140126_223850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>20140127_104734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>20140127_221027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>20140128_101751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>20140130_110029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>20140130_222234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>20140131_103053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>20140131_215240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>20140206_221744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20140207_102631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>20140207_214938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>20140208_095758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>20140209_223030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>20140210_103911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>20140210_220111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to describe different datasets easily and clearly, dataset of the Gulf of St. Lawrence acquired in 2014 will be referred to as GSL2014; The dataset of the Gulf of St. Lawrence acquired in 2012 and the dataset of Labrador Sea acquired in 2011 will be together referred to as GSL2012LS2011. The reason why these two datasets are combined is because the sea ice features in those two datasets are very similar. The Canadian Arctic
Archipelago 2013 dataset is referred as CAA2013, ice features in this dataset are not very similar to that of the GSL2014 dataset. For example, the region contains both multi-year and first-year-ice with distinct ice floes. Figure 4.1 displays a sample of the HH SAR scene from each dataset.

Figure 4.1: Sea ice features in different datasets. (a) GSL2014; (b) GSL2012; (c) LS2011; (d) CAA2013

The geographical location of each SAR scene in the datasets is shown in Figure 4.2. For each SAR scene, the mean value of the latitude and longitude of the image data locations are computed and used to represent the image location. Each color in Figure 4.2 represents a different dataset.

Figure 4.2: Geographical location of the datasets used for sea ice concentration estimation study. Blue: GSL2014, Cyan: GSL2012, Purple: LS2011, Red: CAA2013
4.2 Data Preprocessing

For all the experiments in this Chapter, the data preprocessing steps include image analysis charts interpolation, SAR imagery downsampling, incidence angle data processing, and are similar to what have been presented in Section 3.2. One difference is that a smaller stride (stride=4) as compared to stride of 20 from previous chapter is used to extract patches, because we want ice concentration at a relatively fine spatial resolution. Another difference is that a land mirroring method is adopted to enable estimation of sea ice concentration near coast lines.

4.2.1 Land Mirroring

Most of SAR images acquired from the Gulf of St.Lawrence contain land, which creates a problem when estimating sea ice concentration using square patches. As the size of a patch is 45 pixels x 45 pixels (18 km x 18 km), patches extracted near land have high probability of containing land pixels. In order to satisfy the needs of obtaining sea ice concentration information near land, a method called land mirroring [75] is used to deal with land pixels in image patches. Figure 4.3 shows an example of land mirroring. Note that if the label of the center pixel of a patch is land, then that patch will not be used. If not, the land mirroring method will be applied. The land mirroring method is as follows: For a 45 pixel x 45 pixel image patch that contains land pixels, the coast line is regarded as a mirror. Each land pixel (e.g., pixel B) in a patch will be replaced by the mirrored sea ice or water pixel (e.g., pixel A), if there are some land pixels that cannot find their mirrored pixel, then these pixel values will be replaced by the center pixel value. This does make sense because the models are trained to estimate the sea ice concentration of the central pixel of a patch. Land mirroring is a very helpful way to remove land contamination effects and provides sea ice concentration information near coast lines and islands.
4.3 Convolutional Neural Network Model

4.3.1 CNN structure

The CNN-based regression model structure used for studies in this chapter is a classical CNN structure. It mainly consists of three convolutional layers, three pooling layers, and two fully-connected layers. The last layer is sum of squares or Euclidean loss layer. A dropout [70] layer is used near the top layer in order to reduce overfitting. Dropout sets a neuron active with probability $p$. Here, the dropout rate is set as 0.5. The rectified linear unit (Relu) is used as activation function which has the form, $f(x) = \max(0, x)$. Relu is chosen here rather than Tanh because it is mentioned in [38] that there is more than six times improvement in convergence speed with Relu comparing to Tanh. Local response normalization (LRN) is the normalization algorithm which performs a kind of ‘lateral inhibition’ by normalizing over local input regions [86]. The detailed structure of the CNN is shown in Table 4.2 below.
Table 4.2: The structure of CNN-based regression model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Settings</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>The # of Weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input layer</td>
<td></td>
<td>45 × 45 × 3</td>
<td>45 × 45 × 3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv1</td>
<td>Relu</td>
<td>Kernel size: 5; Stride: 1; Padding: 2; Num_output: 64</td>
<td>45 × 45 × 64</td>
<td>5 × 5 × 3 × 64 + 64 = 4864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool1</td>
<td>Maxpooling</td>
<td>Kernel size: 3; Stride: 2; Padding: 1</td>
<td>23 × 23 × 64</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norm1</td>
<td>LRN</td>
<td></td>
<td>23 × 23 × 64</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2</td>
<td>Relu</td>
<td>Kernel size: 5; Stride: 1; Padding: 2; Num_output: 128</td>
<td>23 × 23 × 128</td>
<td>5 × 5 × 64 × 128 + 128 = 204928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool2</td>
<td>Maxpooling</td>
<td>Kernel size: 3; Stride: 2</td>
<td>11 × 11 × 128</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norm2</td>
<td>LRN</td>
<td></td>
<td>11 × 11 × 128</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv3</td>
<td>Relu</td>
<td>Kernel size: 5; Stride: 1; Padding: 2; Num_output: 128</td>
<td>11 × 11 × 128</td>
<td>5 × 5 × 128 × 128 + 128 = 409728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool3</td>
<td>Maxpooling</td>
<td>Kernel size: 3; Stride: 2</td>
<td>4 × 4 × 128</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fc1</td>
<td>InnerProduct</td>
<td>Num_output: 1024</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>4 × 4 × 128 × 1024 + 1024 = 2098176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout1</td>
<td>Dropout rate: 0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fc2</td>
<td>Euclidean Loss</td>
<td>Num_output: 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 × 1024 + 1 = 1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Number of weights that need to be learned: 2718721</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The convolutional layers each contain 64 to 128 filters with kernels of size 5 × 5. Maxpooling kernels of size 3 × 3 are used. Finally, Euclidean loss are used as the loss function of the CNN. There are around 2.7 million weights in this convolutional network that need to be learned. There are no weights in pooling layers, dropout layer, and normalization layers.

To understand the number of weights associated with the convolutional and fully-connected layers. Let us use $K, S, P, F$ to denote the number of filters, the stride, the amount of zero padding, and filter size respectively. $W_i \times W_i \times D_i$ denotes the size of output at the $i$th layer, so $W_{i-1}$ is the input size of the $ith$ layer, and the relationships
between them are presented as follows:

\[ W_i = (W_{i-1} - F + 2P)/S + 1 \]  
\[ D_i = K \]  

According to the structure of convolutional layer, it introduces \( F \times F \times D_{i-1} \) weights per filter, so the total of \( F \times F \times D_{i-1} \times K + K \) weights in a convolutional layer need to be determined \([31]\), where the \( F \times F \times D_{i-1} \times K \) weights are from the convolution operations and the \( K \) weights are from the bias terms. In terms of fully-connected layer, the number of weights equals the size of output from last layer times the number of neurons in current fully-connected layer add biases.

Hyper-parameter tuning is also an important aspect that can affect the CNN model performance. Table 4.3 shows several important parameters that we used in the experiments in this chapter.

Table 4.3: Hyper-parameters of the CNN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Rate</th>
<th>Momentum</th>
<th>Weight Decay</th>
<th>Dropout Rate</th>
<th>Batch Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3.2 Implementation

Most data preprocessing methods, SAR imagery preprocessing, image analysis charts interpolation and result visualization et al., are implemented using Matlab and Python. Statistical testing is implemented by R studio, CNN Model training and prediction are implemented based on a deep learning framework called Caffe \([26]\).

### 4.4 Studies of The Impacts of Removing Intermediate Ice Concentration Training Samples

#### 4.4.1 Experiment Design

In this study, only the GSL2014 dataset is used. The CNN regression model explained in the section 4.3 is adopted for all the experiments in this section. There are two main types of training data included in this study, one consists of all values of ice concentrations (AICs) from the image analysis chart, the other is using only high and low ice concentrations.
(HLICs) as training data, which satisfy the following requirement:

\[
IC \leq 20\% \text{ or } IC \geq 80\%
\]

The reason why this idea is proposed is because it is believed among sea ice community that ice concentration between 20%- 80% might not be accurate in image analysis charts. Therefore, it was desired to investigate if it would be beneficial to remove these samples when training a CNN because training samples with more accurate labels are used for training. However, one drawback is that the number of training samples is decreased. In order to investigate if the effect is from the number of training samples, another experiment of using the same number of AICs training samples as the number of HLICs samples is carried out.

After the training samples are generated, the CNN regression model is trained, followed by validation, which is carried out using five-fold cross validation. Finally, five-fold cross validation is adopted. To do the cross-validation, the dataset is first split into five equal subsets, where each subset contains the same number of SAR scenes [80]. Of these subsets, four subsets are used to train the model and the remaining subset is used to test model performance [80]. This process is repeated until all subsets have participated in the test dataset.

In order to compare the performance of the CNN regression model with other algorithms, sea ice concentration retrieved using the Artist Sea Ice (ASI) is used. This method was proposed in [69], which is an algorithm of estimating sea ice concentration by using the the brightness temperature difference of the vertically and horizontally polarized channels at 89GHz [69, 75]. The advantage of this algorithm is that it has high spatial resolution and less bias of thin ice in comparison with other passive microwave retrieval algorithms [56].

### 4.4.2 Results and Discussion

The 25 SAR scenes available are partitioned into five folds as shown in Table 4.4. Thus, 20 SAR scenes are used for training and the five SAR scenes are used for testing for each fold. In this way each of the 25 SAR scenes participates in the testing. In order to clearly evaluate the performance of models, root mean squared error (\(E_{rms}\)) is used for the cross-validation experiments.

\[
E_{rms} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (f(x^{(i)}; \theta) - y^{(i)})^2}
\]
The root mean squared error ($E_{\text{rms}}$) are computed for each SAR scene and results are presented in Table 4.4. The # of patches denotes the number of patches in the test data.

Table 4.4: Experimental results from using AICs as compared to HLICs in the training data. Results shown here are for all five folds. The number of patches means the total number of patches extracted from each SAR scene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fold</th>
<th>Scene ID</th>
<th>The # of Patches</th>
<th>$E_{\text{rms}}$ for AICs</th>
<th>$E_{\text{rms}}$ for HLICs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20140116_223042</td>
<td>4373</td>
<td>0.2339</td>
<td>0.2670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20140125_100500</td>
<td>36050</td>
<td>0.1720</td>
<td>0.1830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20140118_101002</td>
<td>64955</td>
<td>0.1637</td>
<td>0.2066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20140131_103053</td>
<td>43989</td>
<td>0.1526</td>
<td>0.1847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20140210_103911</td>
<td>13728</td>
<td>0.1360</td>
<td>0.1530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20140122_095247</td>
<td>40470</td>
<td>0.2002</td>
<td>0.2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20140130_110029</td>
<td>1669</td>
<td>0.2553</td>
<td>0.3092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20140131_215240</td>
<td>71188</td>
<td>0.2042</td>
<td>0.2232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20140208_095758</td>
<td>59263</td>
<td>0.1349</td>
<td>0.1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20140117_103914</td>
<td>23842</td>
<td>0.2285</td>
<td>0.2506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20140126_223850</td>
<td>1411</td>
<td>0.4777</td>
<td>0.5623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20140207_102631</td>
<td>51965</td>
<td>0.1456</td>
<td>0.1536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20140210_220111</td>
<td>57086</td>
<td>0.1655</td>
<td>0.1559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20140124_103501</td>
<td>33947</td>
<td>0.1500</td>
<td>0.1597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20140120_105149</td>
<td>6691</td>
<td>0.2869</td>
<td>0.3169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20140130_222234</td>
<td>10088</td>
<td>0.2837</td>
<td>0.2596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20140209_223030</td>
<td>4424</td>
<td>0.2722</td>
<td>0.2793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20140130_222234</td>
<td>10088</td>
<td>0.2837</td>
<td>0.2596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20140128_101751</td>
<td>47642</td>
<td>0.1746</td>
<td>0.2059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20140121_214420</td>
<td>53220</td>
<td>0.2472</td>
<td>0.2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20140207_214938</td>
<td>3546</td>
<td>0.2211</td>
<td>0.2238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20140206_221744</td>
<td>24277</td>
<td>0.2470</td>
<td>0.2588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20140127_221027</td>
<td>3833</td>
<td>0.0494</td>
<td>0.2223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20140124_215646</td>
<td>72053</td>
<td>0.1977</td>
<td>0.1825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20140123_222627</td>
<td>7693</td>
<td>0.2557</td>
<td>0.2506</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Average $E_{\text{rms}}$ | N/A | 0.1917 | 0.2085 |

It can be seen in Table 4.4, using all ice concentration to train the CNN performs better than only using HLICs to train the CNN. For some specific SAR scenes, for in-
stance, 20140121_214420 and 20140124_215646, using HLICs to train CNN models improved model performance. The average root mean squared error of using all ice concentration is around 0.1917, while that of using HLICs is around 0.2085. The results for scene ID 20140126_22385 have the highest error. This is because most patches in that SAR scene contain land, so there are not too many patches can be extracted in that SAR scene. A small number of test samples cannot fully describe underlying error. In addition, areas near land are a challenge for the CNN because of the approximation brought in through the land mirroring.

To look at the statistical significance of the differences between the results from AICs and HLICs, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test [79] is conducted. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a non-parametric method appropriate for examining the median difference between paired observations [11]. This statistical test has been used in previous studies comparing ice concentration datasets [20]. Here, significance level $\alpha = 5\%$ is used, the null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis are:

$$H_0 : \text{the median difference} = 0$$
$$H_1 : \text{the median difference} > 0$$

After running the Wilcoxon signed-rank test by using the statistics package in R studio, the $P$-value = 0.0003575, which means that the null hypothesis is rejected. Therefore, we have statistically significant evidence at $\alpha = 0.05$ to show that the root mean squared error when using AICs to train CNN models is lower than that from using HLICs to train our CNN for the dataset investigated here.

To investigate whether the effect is due to the number of training samples or the lack of HLICs training samples. The three experiments in Table 4.5 are carried out. The evaluation method for these experiments are based on the holdout method, the 1st fold in table 4.4 is used as the testing set and the rest of the data are used as the training set. Apart from $E_{rms}$ defined above, the following statistics are used for the analysis of errors for the experiments in Table 4.5.

$$E_{mean} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (f(x^{(i)}; \theta) - y^{(i)})$$

$$E_{L1} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} |f(x^{(i)}; \theta) - y^{(i)}|$$
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where $E_{\text{mean}}$ is the mean value of the difference between predicted value and ground truth. $N$ denotes the total number of samples in the test set. $E_{L1}$ denotes L1 error.

Table 4.5: The comparison of three experiments. Results shown here are for fold 1 test data only, where training is done using fold 2-5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>The # of Training Samples</th>
<th>The # of Testing Samples</th>
<th>$E_{\text{mean}}$</th>
<th>$E_{L1}$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{rms}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AICs of GSL2014</td>
<td>584415</td>
<td>163095</td>
<td>-0.0012</td>
<td>0.0909</td>
<td>0.1630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HLICs of GSL2014</td>
<td>514561</td>
<td>163095</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.1182</td>
<td>0.1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A subset of AICs of GSL2014</td>
<td>514561</td>
<td>163095</td>
<td>-0.0063</td>
<td>0.0947</td>
<td>0.1668</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from Table 4.5 that the effect of using HLICs to train a CNN model is not from the number of training samples. Although Exp.2 and Exp.3 have the same number of training samples, the $E_{\text{rms}}$ of Exp.2 is significantly higher than that of Exp.3. We can conclude that intermediate ice concentration samples are very important for training a CNN model to estimate sea ice concentration.

![Visual comparison of sea ice concentration from the CNN with that from ASI and the image analysis are shown in Figure 4.4. It can be seen that sea ice concentration estimated](image-url)

**Figure 4.4**: Results visualization for 20140210_103911.
Figure 4.5: Sub-scene from 20140122_095247 showing where CNN regression model yield incorrect results. (a) SAR imagery in HH polarization. (b) GT refers to ground truth, which is the image analysis chart. (c) Estimation results from ASI. (d) AICs. (e) HLICs.

Results from other scenes can be seen in Figure A.1-A.6 in Appendix A. From Figure A.2 and Figure A.6, the difference between using all ice concentrations for training and using HLICs for training can be observed. Sea ice concentration in image analysis charts with values over 60% are typically overestimated in the experiment using HLICs, and sea ice concentration in image analysis charts with values under 40% are typically underestimated in the experiment using HLICs. This means that the model trained by HLICs tends to identify marginal ice zone either as consolidated ice zone or water.

4.4.3 Error Analysis

It is worthwhile to understand in what kind of situation CNN models perform poorly on SAR imagery, so that we can improve model design in the future. Some intuition can be gained by visually looking at the results. For instance, it can be seen in Figure 4.5 that there are dark regions near the land boundary in the bottom left of the SAR image in HH pol. These dark regions are due to reduced windspeed in this region because of local topography. By comparing Figure 4.5d with Figure 4.5e, it can be found that using all ice concentrations performs slightly better than using HLICs, as CNN models trained by HLICs tend to estimate higher ice concentrations in this case.

To compare the estimation result and the ground truth for each ice concentration category, two pictures showing the means and standard deviations of estimation results are generated in Figure 4.6. In this figure, the blue line represents the desired relationship between sea
ice concentration from image analysis charts and sea ice concentration estimated from CNNs, the red cross and the red bar represent the estimated mean value and standard deviation for each ice concentration category respectively. It can be seen that means are close to the true means but the standard deviations are high. By comparing Figure 4.6a and Figure 4.6b, we can conclude that the CNN trained on all ice concentration performs better than the CNN trained on HLICs, especially for those marginal ice zone (ice concentration greater than 20% or less than 80%). As the HLICs is mainly consists of low sea ice concentration categories and high sea ice concentration categories, the CNN was trained to be more sensitive to either low ice concentrations or high ice concentrations rather than intermediate ice concentrations, its performance in marginal ice zone is weak due to the lack of intermediate ice concentrations training samples.

![Figure 4.6: Ice concentrations prediction distribution calculated based on cross validation results of the entire GSL2014 dataset. The blue line represents the desired relationship between sea ice concentration from image analysis charts and sea ice concentration estimated from CNNs. The red cross and the red bar represent the estimated mean value and standard deviation for each ice concentration category respectively](image)

Figure 4.6 presents sea ice concentration prediction distribution for each ice concentration category versus the image analysis charts. These are the prediction results from the whole GSL2014 dataset using five-fold cross-validation, and this is the prediction results by using AICs to train the CNN models. It can be seen that the CNNs perform well on distinguishing high ice concentration categories and low ice concentration categories,
while the performance on intermediate ice concentrations categories is not that good. This problem will be discussed more in the next section.

Figure 4.7: Estimation results from the CNN versus image analysis chart. This figure is generated based on the cross-validation results using all ice concentrations to train the CNNs. The vertical axis represents the number of patches

4.5 Studies of The Impacts of Increasing Intermediate Ice Concentration Training Samples

4.5.1 Problem Description

Various datasets available in real life are imbalanced due to the restriction of obtaining data for some specific categories or due to the nature of the dataset. For example, dataset
of patients who have or do not have cancer may be highly imbalanced, because few people may have cancer given a randomly sampled set of patient records. For GSL2014 dataset, marginal ice zones in the Gulf of St. Lawrence are less common than that open water and consolidated ice. Figure 4.8a displays the distribution of GSL2014 dataset over different ice concentration categories. It is very clear that this dataset is a very typical example of imbalanced dataset. Figure 4.8a reveals that water (0% ice concentration) and high ice concentration categories (90% and 100% ice concentration) consist of the major part of the dataset, while there are far fewer ice samples with ice concentration in the range of 10% to 80%.

Figure 4.8: Distribution of ice concentration categories. The two figures show the distribution of datasets over ice concentration categories; (a) The GSL2014 dataset; (b) The GSL2014 plus the intermediate ice concentration samples of the GSL2012LS2011 dataset.

### 4.5.2 Experiment Design

One set of methods for addressing imbalanced dataset problem consists of various ways to balance the dataset. Undersampling the majority classes is one method that can be used to solve the problem of an imbalanced dataset. However, this method is not applicable for the present study. Recall that the 2014 dataset has only 25 SAR scenes. If we undersample the majority category to have almost the same number of samples as the minority classes, we will not have enough samples to train a relatively good CNN model due to the high number of parameters in the model.
Another way is to apply data augmentation based on the original GSL2014 dataset by rotating and flipping image patches with intermediate ice concentrations in the GSL2014 dataset. As an alternative approach, we can introduce more intermediate ice concentration samples from other available SAR image datasets captured from different regions and years.

To investigate this, several experiments are conducted as described in Table 4.6. One experiment uses the GSL2014 dataset plus intermediate ice samples of the GSL2012LS2011 dataset. This experiment aims at balancing the dataset by adding more intermediate ice concentration samples with similar sea ice features as the GSL2014 dataset. Figure 4.8b shows the distribution of ice concentration categories after adding more samples. As the number of available SAR scenes is small, the dataset is still imbalanced, but it is less imbalanced compared to Figure 4.8a. The second experiment uses the GSL2014 dataset plus the whole GSL2012LS2011 dataset. The objective of this experiment is to compare with the first experiment. The third experiment uses the GSL2014 dataset and intermediate ice concentration samples of the CAA2013 dataset. This experiment aims at balancing the GSL2014 dataset by increasing more marginal ice samples for the case where sea ice features are unlike the GSL2014 dataset.

The evaluation method for this study is based on the holdout method, the 1st fold in Table 4.4 is used as the testing set and the rest of the data are used as the training set. The following statistics are used for the analysis of errors for the experiments,

\[ E_{\text{mean}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (f(x^{(i)}; \theta) - y^{(i)}) \]

\[ E_{L1} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} |f(x^{(i)}; \theta) - y^{(i)}| \]

\[ E_{\text{rms}} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (f(x^{(i)}; \theta) - y^{(i)})^2} \]

where \( E_{\text{mean}} \) is the mean value of the difference between predicted value and ground truth. \( N \) denotes the total number of samples in the test set \( E_{L1} \) denotes L1 error and \( E_{\text{rms}} \) denotes the root mean squared error.

**4.5.3 Results and Discussion**

Results from experiments using different training datasets, evaluated for the case where fold 1 is the test data, are shown in Table 4.6 below.
Table 4.6: Results from experiments using different training datasets. Results shown here are for fold 1 test data only, where training is done using fold 2-5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp_id</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>The # of Training Samples</th>
<th>The # of Testing Samples</th>
<th>(E_{\text{mean}})</th>
<th>(E_{L1})</th>
<th>(E_{\text{rms}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>GSL2014</td>
<td>584415</td>
<td>163095</td>
<td>-0.0012</td>
<td>0.0909</td>
<td>0.1630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HLICs of GSL2014</td>
<td>514561</td>
<td>163095</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.1182</td>
<td>0.1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>GSL2014 + data augmentation of intermediate ICs</td>
<td>799981</td>
<td>163095</td>
<td>-0.0065</td>
<td>0.1093</td>
<td>0.1782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>GSL2014 + GSL2012LS2011</td>
<td>1074391</td>
<td>163095</td>
<td>-0.0132</td>
<td>0.0899</td>
<td>0.1563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GSL2014 + intermediate ICs of GSL2012LS2011</td>
<td>667611</td>
<td>163095</td>
<td>-0.0035</td>
<td>0.0898</td>
<td>0.1562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>GSL2014+ intermediate ICs of CAA2013</td>
<td>681549</td>
<td>163096</td>
<td>-0.0104</td>
<td>0.0974</td>
<td>0.1543</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing the results from Exp.1 and Exp.3, it can be seen that implementing data augmentation by adding more marginal ice samples by flipping and rotating existing samples does not help to improve model performance. The \(E_{\text{rms}}\) of Exp.3 is even higher than that of Exp.1. In contrast to Exp.5 and Exp.6 with Exp.1, we can conclude that balancing the GSL2014 dataset by using more intermediate ice concentration samples from other datasets does improve the model performance even though the GSL2014 dataset is not fully balanced. One interesting finding is that extra intermediate ice concentration samples from other datasets do not necessarily have to be similar to the sea ice features in the GSL2014 dataset. This finding is supported by Exp.6, which obtained the lowest root mean squared error in this study. In addition, the number of training samples used for Exp.4 almost doubled the number of training samples used in Exp.1, while the number of training samples used for Exp.5 is just around 1/6 more than the number of training samples used in Exp.1, but the \(E_{\text{rms}}\) of Exp.4 and Exp.5 are almost the same (0.1563 and 0.1562 respectively). This means that the decreased percentage of \(E_{\text{rms}}\) in Exp.4 compared to Exp.1 is not because of the rise of the number of training samples, it is because the GSL2014 dataset is balanced to some extent.
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According to the experimental results in Table 4.6, we can see that addressing imbalance in the dataset does make a difference on the CNN model performance. The root mean squared error of the sea ice concentration from the CNN is reduced when the balance in the dataset is improved using samples from other dataset. From Table 4.6, it can be seen that using data augmentation of minority classes did not show clear advantage of decreasing the root mean squared error.

After running two Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, one test for Exp.1 and Exp.5, the other test for Exp.1 and Exp.6, the P-values are less than the significance level alpha = 0.05. We can conclude that the median of Exp.1 is significantly different from the medians of Exp.5 and Exp.6.

Figure 4.9: Visualization of the improvement by using different training datasets. These are sub-images of scene ID: 20140118_101002. (a) SAR imagery in HH pol; (b) Image analysis chart; (c) Prediction results when using only the GSL2014 dataset; (d) Prediction results when using the GSL2014 dataset and intermediate ice concentration samples in the GSL2012LS2011 dataset; (e) Prediction results when using the GSL2014 and intermediate ice concentration samples in the CAA2013 dataset.

Figure 4.9 shows how the CNN model performance differs with respect to the experiments with different training datasets. It can be observed that some regions identified as water in the image analysis are predicted as high ice concentration in Figure 4.9c. After adding more marginal ice samples (results are shown in Figure 4.9d and Figure 4.9e),
improvements can be observed as those regions are no longer predicted as high ice concentration, but predicted as low ice concentrations, which reduces the estimation error.

Figure 4.10 shows a region with multiple sea ice concentration categories. This is a sub-image from scene ID: 20140122_095247. It can be seen that different sea ice concentration categories can be distinguished more clearly in Figure 4.10c than that in Figure 4.10b. In addition, it can be seen from the Figure 4.10 that the estimation results near the boundary of water and ice tend to be inaccurate. This ambiguity is due to the way of extracting patches and assigning labels. Results from other SAR scenes in test sets can be seen in Figure B.1 –B.3.

As can be seen in Figure 4.11, another benefit of using relatively balanced dataset to train CNN model is that the standard deviation of the errors for each ice concentration category are lower. Comparing Figure 4.11a and Figure 4.11b, we can conclude that if we just solely increase the number of training samples by using the whole GSL2014 dataset and the whole GSL2012LS2011 dataset instead of focusing on balancing the imbalanced GSL2014 dataset, then the standard deviation and mean of each ice concentration category remain almost unchanged. There is a significant improvement of the estimated mean value of the errors from the case where ice concentration equals 40%, the estimated mean is closer to the true mean when the GSL2014 dataset is more balanced.

To further investigate the impact of introducing more intermediate ice concentration
samples, we evaluate the prediction of marginal ice zone (MIZ). We threshold ice concentrations into three classes:
category I: Water \((IC \leq 0.1)\)
category II: MIZ\((0.1 < IC \leq 0.8)\)
category III: Ice\((IC > 0.8)\)

After thresholding ground truth and ice concentration estimation from the CNNs, Confusion matrices for each experiments in this study are calculated as shown in Table 4.7. Note that these confusion matrices are computed from five test SAR scenes in fold 1 as shown in Table 4.4. The first row is the predicted labels for the three categories, while the first column is the true labels for the three categories. It can be seen that increasing the number of intermediate ice concentration samples in the training data can increase the classification accuracy of MIZ. In addition, It can be found that most of the misclassified MIZ samples are classified as ice from the experiements in this study, just a few of them are misclassified as water. The classification accuracy of ice and water are equally good in most of the experiments in this study.

In order to compare with other people’s results, we also calculated confusion matrices for the results from ASI. In contrast to the confusion matrix of ASI, it can be found that our CNN models have better ability to distinguish marginal ice zone.
Table 4.7: Confusion matrices for the experiments carried out in this study, in addition to those from ASI. Results shown here are for fold 1 test data only, where training is done using fold 2-5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>MIZ</th>
<th>ICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exp.1: GSL2014</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIZ</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exp.2: HLICs of GSL2014</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIZ</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exp.3: GSL2014+data augmentation of intermediate ICs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIZ</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exp.4: GSL2014 + GSL2012LS2011</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIZ</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exp.5: GSL2014 + intermediate ICs of GSL2012LS2011</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIZ</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exp.6: GSL2014 + intermediate ICs of CAA2013</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIZ</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIZ</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.11: These figures show the estimation results from CNN models verse ice analysis charts from experiments using different datasets. Results shown here are for fold 1 test data only, where training is done using fold 2-5. (a) using only GSL2014; (b) using GSL2014 and GSL2012LS2011; (c) using GSL2014 and intermediate ice concentration samples in GSL2012LS2011; (d) using GSL2014 and intermediate ice concentration samples in CAA2013.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Summary

The two main topics of this thesis are sea ice and open water classification, and sea ice concentration estimation, from dual-pol SAR scenes. To carry out these tasks, we adopted CNN-based methods and explored how the training data could affect CNN performance.

Transfer learning from natural image datasets (ImageNet) to SAR image datasets has shown desirable outcomes according to the sea ice and open water classification studies in chapter 3. The studies also show that the model trained on ImageNet has good generalization ability to remote sensing images. The studies in chapter 3 adopted AlexNet as a feature extractor and utilized softmax as a classifier to conduct sea ice and water classification of SAR imagery. The method that we adopted performs quite well with an overall classification accuracy of 92.36% through applying leave-one-out method, which enables evaluation of the model against unseen data.

It is known that CNNs can solve image classification problems very well. The studies in chapter 4 presents another functionality of CNNs; CNNs can also be used to solve regression problems [25, 76, 53]. A seven-layer CNN was developed for the problem of sea ice concentration estimation from SAR imagery. The method obtained an overall root mean squared error of 0.1917 in a five fold cross validation experiment. To compare with the results from Wang [75], the root mean squared error from the cross-validation experiment of using AICs to train the CNN in 4.4, calculated using the same test set as that used by Wang, is 0.1882 while root mean squared error from the CNN that Wang implemented is 0.2214. Note that the specific SAR scenes used as test set can be found...
in Wang’s paper[75]. Based on this CNN approach, experiments were conducted in order to better understand how the different training data set can be used to improve estimates of intermediate ice concentrations (or the marginal ice zone). Our original dataset is imbalanced because it lacks intermediate sea ice concentration categories. To reduce the imbalance, training samples with intermediate ice concentration from four datasets are introduced, and the results show this is very helpful in reducing the estimation errors of intermediate ice concentration samples. The results also reveal that the newly introduced training samples do not necessarily have similar sea ice features with the original dataset, which is meaningful as we may use more sea ice samples regardless of where SAR images were captured from. In addition, the experiments in this study prove that the CNN model have a better ability to identify marginal ice zone compared to other methods.

5.2 Future Work

There are several possible aspects that could be investigated to further develop to approaches discussed in this thesis. In terms of sea ice and open water classification studies, there are more advanced and well-trained CNN models available online than AlexNet. Implementing one of these models in a transfer learning approach might achieve a better performance than using AlexNet. In addition, ensemble learning is also a good option. Bagging and boosting techniques can be adopted to boost the model performance as well, but this requires higher GPU computational power.

As explained before, there are some errors in image analysis charts due to human visual interpretation of SAR imagery, which means our ground truth may not be that accurate. If these errors can be identified before training the CNNs, then the training data being supplied to the model would be of higher accuracy. However, validation of intermediate ice concentration data is challenging.

Deep CNNs have shown their strong power on image classification tasks according to recent research. It is of interest to train a deep CNN from scratch when a considerably large SAR imagery dataset and its corresponding image analysis charts are available. When the depth of commonly used CNNs getting deeper, more weights need to be learned. Thus, more training samples are required. Furthermore, we should consider the trade-off between the deeper CNNs and the number of training samples when designing a CNN structure. Theoretically, the more training data the better, as limited dataset may result in overfitting [65].

Intermediate ice concentrations categories are always the minority categories in sea ice studies due to the nature of sea ice cover. These imbalanced datasets are a challenge
when automated methods are applied that are expecting a balanced dataset. Although some experiments in chapter 4 have demonstrated that even a small improvement in the dataset balance can boost model performance, we still do not have sufficient intermediate ice concentration samples.

The HV polarization images used for this study can be refined if one can figure out a method to remove the vertical stripes in HV images. These vertical stripes occur in almost every HV image used for this study, and the CNN tends to consider this as a feature even though these stripes do not represent useful information for the sea ice concentration estimation problem. These stripes come from sensor noise and therefore it is difficult to eliminate them. Hybrid-polarity SAR architecture will be included in future SAR missions such as the Canadian RADARSAT Constellation Mission (RCM) [12]. These sensors will enable the use of compact polarimetry (CP) data in wide swath imagery [12]. Therefore, dual-pol SAR imagery may not be widely used in the future.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Results visualization from experiments using AICs and HLICs as training data
Figure A.1: Results visualization for 20140117_103914 from experiments using AICs and HLICs.
Figure A.2: Results visualization for 20140131_215240 from experiments using AICs and HLICs
Figure A.3: Results visualization for 20140206_221744 from experiments using AICs and HLICs
Figure A.4: Results visualization for 20140124_215646 from experiments using AICs and HLICs.
Figure A.5: Results visualization for 20140121-214420 from experiments using AICs and HLICs.
Figure A.6: Results visualization for 20140122_095247 from experiments using AICs and HLICs
Appendix B

Results visualization from experiments using different training datasets for fold 1
Figure B.1: Results visualization from experiments using different training datasets. Scene ID 20140116_223042. (a) ground truth, (b) ASI, (c) GSL2014, (d) HLICs of GSL2014, (e) GSL2014 + intermediate ICs of GSL2012LS2011, (f) GSL2014+ intermediate ICs of CAA2013.
Figure B.2: Results visualization from experiments using different training datasets. Scene ID 20140131_103053. (a) ground truth, (b) ASI, (c) GSL2014, (d) HLICs of GSL2014, (e) GSL2014 + intermediate ICs of GSL2012LS2011, (f) GSL2014+ intermediate ICs of CAA2013.
Figure B.3: Results visualization from experiments using different training datasets. Scene ID 20140118_101002. (a) ground truth, (b) ASI, (c) GSL2014, (d) HLICs of GSL2014, (e) GSL2014 + intermediate ICs of GSL2012LS2011, (f) GSL2014+ intermediate ICs of CAA2013.